Skateboard Park
Disclaimer

Skating/skateboarding/rollerblading/biking is an inherently-dangerous sport. The dangers of skating/skateboarding/rollerblading/biking include, but are not limited to, injury or death resulting from changing track conditions arising from any cause including changing weather conditions; variations in or steepness of skating area, obstacles or features, rain, snow, or ice conditions; surface conditions, such as the introduction of debris on to the course; collision with other skaters, and the skater’s failure to skate or behave in a safe and reasonable manner. **Utilizing this facility constitutes your acceptance of the risks stated above and your willingness to assume personal responsibility for any and all injuries to you and others arising from the use of this facility.** If you are unwilling to safely use this park or assume the risks to yourself and others for yourself, or for those under your supervision, you should not use this facility.